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combinaHon>'with hydrogen, called

animonja NH3•

continuously (see last m6n_!h's
article).
Now water, unless sterile-from
_ chlorine treatment or distillation by
.boiling, is full of bacteria=The
bacteria are free swimming and they
feed on nitrogen contairiiii " ompounds with water
supply this need with t

-,
carbon dioxide just like we do. The
water is excreted siriri:larly. The
- - • amino-acids have "'-",to be broken down
-
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this reaction. -This is why mature
marine tanks show a pH fall from'
8.2 to 8,OcOl'.even10wer,'and why
you need .to add a buffer to prevent
it.
The -particular bugs that swim
around converting amrnonia-to ,nitrite
ate called Nitrosomonas bacteria ..
Unfortunately, the bacteria de not'benefit the fish, .because the nitrite "
they produce is just as;poisonous as
the original ammonia. .
Other bacteria toat occur in water
are Nitrobacter.esui Nltrocystis ,
species: These do not swim around
.like thecNitrosomenas, but-prefer to cling to the surface of-a solid object.
They take-the nitrite.and convert-it to
a higheroxidized state called nitrate:
,->nitrite

In the confines
tank,
the nitrate needs to be diluted
periodically via a partial seawater
change. Until a new marine tank has
a thriving colony of Nitrobacteria,
you can see why a build-up of nitrite
Y;:',"
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occurs.
You can also see why a biological
filter works --- whether overhead,
'undergravel, internal or external. The
flow of water brings the nitrite and
the oxygen to the bacteria growing
inside the filter (or on the gravel with
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Nitrates go back to nitrites to
ammonia. The poisonous soup builds
up in the filter body or under the
gravel, and when you turn.on.the
power, it flushes out into the
'-',,~_'~
'_'!¥'
"'_ ,.-----_
~- _'\''''_ -: ~<' aquarium -~- often· with disastrous
results!
Marine fish are the most
susceptible to. ammonia and nitrite
poisoning, but fresh-water fish are
not immune, and the stress caused by
these poisons can leave tropical fish
_;>-',<'~
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Whereas one-part per million a
nitrite can poison a coral fish, up to'~
400 parts-per-million nitrate can be
tolerated. So the Nitrobacter and -:
similar surface bacteria' benefit i:he:',
fish greatly'. Nitrates are also a
source of food for plants (whether
land plants, aquatic plants, seaweeds
or algaer.so a "Nitrogen Cycle"
becomes, established 'in the wild. that
benefits all life.
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